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Toshiba Excite
Tablets

fifth battery-saver core providing

be turned on to illuminate the

up to 13 hours on a charge. All

E-ink screen when natural or

Toshiba has announced three

three versions of the Excite have

room lighting is failing or

new Android tablets in its

a five-megapixel camera on the

absent. The NOOK Simple Touch

Excite™ series—the Excite 10,

back and a two-megapixel

with GlowLight has the most

Excite 13, and Excite 7.7—each

front-facing camera for stills and

advanced and fastest E-ink dis-

named for its screen size. The

video. They also have stereo

play, a precise infrared touch-

build for each is thin and sleek

speakers with sound enhance-

screen, built-in antiglare screen

SRS®

for any exterior lighting environ-

Labs

(0.3" thick for the 7.7 version),

ment by Toshiba and

with aluminum shells and

and Wi-Fi and Bluetooth con-

ments, and an evenly distributed

Gorilla Glass displays. All are

nectivity. The tablet in the group

and adjustable light for reading

powered by the Android 4.0

that has drawn the most pre-

in the dark. This model contin-

operating system, Ice Cream

release attention is the Excite

ues to be the lightest NOOK

Sandwich, that features true

13, currently the largest tablet,

(seven ounces), and the battery

multitasking, customizable

a full three inches bigger than

be available this month and

lasts for more than a month of

home screens, resizable widgets,

the ubiquitous iPad, at 13.3"

the 7.7 and 13 in June.

reading on a single charge,

a full suite of Google mobile

diagonally. It has a 16:9 aspect

www.toshiba.com

with the light on. Storage

services applications, and the

ratio and 1,600 ✕ 900 native

Android App store offerings. The

resolution—it’s a moviePad

processor is the unique 4-PLUS-

NOOK with
GlowLight

this NOOK—it can hold more

with enhanced sound. The 13

1 mobile quad-core CPU, and

weighs 2.2 pounds and is only

Basically, there are two different

expandable memory.

battery life is extended with a

0.4" thick. The Excite 10 will

types of e-readers—those that

www.nook.com

capacity is also unchanged on
than 1,000 books, and it has

use the unlit E-ink screen and
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the lighted tablets like the iPad

HTC One X

and Kindle Fire. The E-ink Kin-

Sporting a striking design and

dles and NOOKs can be read in

carved from a single block of

sunlight and feature very high-

polycarbonate, the HTC One X

resolution type as well as a

smartphone has a 1.5GHz dual-

nonglare screen. The backlit

core Qualcomm Snapdragon

tablets can light pages for read-

processor running Android 4.0

ing in bed or anywhere the

plus HTC Sense™. Memory

lights are out. Now Barnes &

includes 1GB of RAM and 16GB

Noble has a version of its NOOK

of onboard storage. The 4.7"

Simple Touch that has the

screen made of Corning’s Gorilla

advantages of both systems—a

Glass features brilliant HD super

GlowLight function that can

LCD with a resolution of

TECH FORUM
A New Classroom Slate
By Michael Castelluccio, Editor
To a great extent, the PC grew up in schools. The Apple
II, which celebrated its 35th birthday last month (April
16) is remembered by many who once sat in computer
1,280 ✕ 720. Of the two cam-

most handwriting techniques

labs full of the slanted, beige boxes. Those same current

eras, the main is an eight-

call for a little more precision

consumers and stockholders probably also remember the

megapixel with a single

and inflexibility than what you

IBM/Windows invasion into the labs as the Macs migrat-

LED-Smart Flash, which can pro-

get with jointed digits. True,

ed to the art and music classrooms. Those turf wars actu-

duce quality stills and 1,080-

much of what you do on an iPad

ally helped marginalize the Apple products—for a while.

pixel HD video with stereo

is most comfortably done with

With the general decline of the PC accelerating, a

sound. The front camera is a

fingertips, but there are quite a

new kind of computer, the network tablet, is looking

1.3 megapixel with 720 pixel

few note apps (Noteshelf, Nota-

in the classroom windows. And rather than a lab fix-

video—you can even snap a pic-

bility, WritePad) that work much

ture, these computers are book size, and dozens can be

ture while shooting video. The

better with a stylus—not to

rolled around on a cart like a lending library. The apps

other media plus on the phone

mention the scores of apps for

and the hardware are evolving for these devices for

is the Universal Beats Audio sys-

artists that let you sketch and

general textbook reading and for specific curricula.

tem. The phone measures 5.3"

paint on a variety of media

The time seems right for a substantial rollout of the

✕ 2.75" ✕ 0.35". The HTC One

appearing under the glass.

new format.

X will be available from AT&T on

Wacom, a leader in tablet

May 6. www.htc.com

design for graphic designers and
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photographers, has produced a

How much money would a school district save if a kid’s

Bamboo
Stylus Duo

new version of its Bamboo iPad

textbook were also his lab manual, a hygrometer, a

stylus called the Bamboo Duo.

microscope, a camera, a handheld “overhead projector,” a

When Steve Jobs first decided to

It’s a pen/stylus combination

band instrument tuner, and so on? What if this textbook

design a tablet computer, he

that lets you work on your iPad

were all of her textbooks in a format that weighed 1.1

said, “As soon as you have a

and a legal pad, or any other

pounds, alleviating the risk of backpack scoliosis brought

stylus, you’re dead.” He famous-

paper, side-by-side without

on by four or more textbooks in one stretched backpack?

ly explained to his design team,

reaching for another writing

Certainly a tablet could be designed to do all of these

“God gave us 10 styluses,” as

instrument. Of all the styli we

things, but, until now, there were two major impediments

he waved his fingers. Well,

have tried, the Bamboo is the

that gave school boards pause. Computer tablets are

Monet had 10 fingers, but he

smoothest and most exquisitely

expensive, and they are breakable. Floors in schools are

preferred to use something else

finished. Now it has a ballpoint,

often stone, and the stair nosing is often steel. Not the

to push his paints around, and

too. www.wacom.com

best environment for a $500 iPad in the hands of a
distracted 10-year-old.
The money part is easier. High school textbooks for
subjects like math and science are likely to cost a district
between $75 and $100 or more. A new offering, the
seven-inch Studybook tablet from Intel (announced in
continued on next page
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April), is expected to cost about $200 or less, depending on
the manufacturer. An app from Kno Inc. customizes texts

Raspberry Pi Computer

for reading and note taking on tablets, and Kno is already
successfully marketing 150,000 textbook titles at 30%–50%
less than the dead-tree versions that feel like logs to be
lugged to class. The Studybook has the Kno app along with
the Intel Learning Series software suite.
But what about the sound of crashing glass bouncing
down the back stairwell or the silently frying circuits as the
kid at the lunchroom table spills his juicebox right into a
Studybook port? How do you make a
computer kid-proof?

Intel’s Studybook Tablet

The design engineers at Intel have a

top Per Child worldwide project and
Nicholas Negroponte’s $100 rugged

few answers. The plastic and rubber

tablet released in January, but the

gaskets that envelop the Studybook’s

Studybook might just be the format

inner workings have been designed to

that will turn Intel’s attention to local

withstand repeated 70 cm drops. That’s

school systems. It’s definitely worth a

about the average height of a desktop

serious look.

(approximately 28 inches). The USB
THE RASPBERRY PI

and Micro SD and SIM card ports have
protective jackets, and there’s an addi-

computers, and you’ll discover that there’s a hacker inside

absorbs shocks and seals out dirt and moisture. Not perfect,

any kid with a modicum of curiosity about his or her lap-

but neither is the student staring back with no good answer

top, phone, or PlayStation. Get the kids to reach beyond the

to the question, “So where do you remember leaving your

buttons, to the level of writing a few lines of code that actu-

backpack last?” Lost textbooks, even used ones, cost the

ally work as instructions that get the computer to do things,

same as new textbooks to replace.

and the light will come on—this thing can be my own smart

When considering costs, there’s an accumulative value to
a tablet that might be overlooked in a conventional analysis.
For example, a bio class studying life forms cultured in pond

machine, listening to me, not some group of corporate
programmers.
Hence the early, widespread interest in a $25 programma-

water might benefit from an exercise where they locate,

ble computer called the Raspberry Pi. Developed by the

under a microscope, and photographically record protozoan

University of Cambridge’s Computer Laboratory, this com-

and other squiggling oddities. That’s probably a textbook,

puter is credit-card size and has no case—it fits into an

lab manual, microscope, and camera rig for every lab group.

Altoids tin if you want to use that. Once you plug in a mon-

A USB attachable magnifying lens for the Studybook might

itor or HD TV and keyboard, you enter directly into the

be the only add-on cost for this experiment.

heart of the operating system (Linux) and have direct access

Besides books, there’s the other paper problem in schools.

to the software running several programs, including a game

Ask any teacher what they think is the most popular piece of

and an Internet browser. The Raspberry Pi Foundation

technology in the entire building for them, and, if you get

claims, “We want to see cheap, accessible programmable

an honest answer, it will almost surely be the copy machine.

computers everywhere. We want owning a truly personal

A day that starts with a broken copy machine is a bad day at

computer to be normal for children.”

any school. Well, if teachers develop and upload their hand-

A measure of the initial success of this computer for kids

outs on the school’s Wi-Fi network the night before, they

was seen when the Foundation’s servers were knocked

will save the school a fortune on paper costs. And home-

offline after being slammed by the number of requests the

work can be handed in as it’s being done on the student’s

first day they took orders. Look at their website for their

tablet.

unique take on what our relationship with computers could

For now, Intel is still knocking heads with the One Lap68

Spend any time with school kids and

tional rubberized gasket around the screen bezel that
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and should be: www.raspberrypi.org. SF

